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Dean Seidel Replies On
Guidance Schedule
The Office of Curricular Guidance (Room 305) is
open Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday evenings ac
cording to the following schedule:
Tuesday

5:00- 9:00

Prof. Borneman

Wednesday

5:00- 9:00
5:30- 9:00

Prof. Borneman
Mr. Margolis

Thursday

5:30-10:00
5:30- 9:00

Prof. Rothman
Mr. Margolis

Dean Seidel replies to Reporter ar.ticle.
Contrary to some incorrect statements which I have
read in The Reporter, appointments are available with
out undue delay. In fact, at the present writing, appoint
me'{lts are available for next week. All students are seen
by appointment only.
Students desiring information on law schools may
obtain such information from Pxof. Rothman on Thurs
day nights. Prof. Rothman, a member of the Baruch Col
lege Department of Law, is available for this purpose as
well as general curricular guidance as part of his depart
mental duties.

SJudent's Committee
Allocates $11,700
The Student Fees Committee has allocated $11,700 to
the following clubs and organizations for the Spring Semes
ter:
Student Council .......................................................... . $ 1,670.00
199.00
Playi·ads ..................................................................... .
165.00
Accounting Society ........... ........................................
6,528.00
The Repo,rter ............................................................. .
Young Americans for Freedom ..............................
Chess Club ................................... ..............................
Department of Student Personnel Services ............
S. B. L . .............................................. . ........................
Sigma Alpha ............................................................ ..
Dante Society ........... .............· · · ....· ..· · .. · .. · ... · ·· .. ·· .. ·....

WBMB ..........................................................................
TOTAL ALLOCATED

394.00
140.00
5ti3.00
481.00
805.00
243.00
511.00

$11,700.00

In addition to the sums allocated by the undergraduate
-division, the Department of Student Personnel Services and
The RepoTter will receive an additional 25% funding from
the Graduate Students Association.
The Fees Committee is currently considering an organi
zational restructuring and has appointed a committee to

recommend changes. The allocation meeting was chaired by
Ron Bruse of the Department of Personnel Services, and
had a representative from each club in attendance.

SE·E EDITORIAL
ON
ATHLETIC FEES

�345

A FREE Press

Dr. Bowker Speaks On Open
Enrollment At City Campus

We hear much angry talk in the intellectual community these days about the order
of priorities in our society. We see a great deal of activity on our campuses, involving
many of our most eminent scholars, addressed to specific recommendations about how
and why some agency of government should be doing "Project X" instead of "Project Y"
and that is all to the good. We have on many of our campuses the expertise to offer co�
structive criticism. But amidst aU·�·--- ------------------ --- -
this critical tumult about the or ticipating in meetings of the Board
students were stimulated by what,
dering of priorities in other fields, of Higher Education and Adminisfor many
there has been a noticeable absence trative Council. Similarly the ad- encounter of them, was their first
with academic success
of sound criticism of the ordering ministration is represented at in
their career courses - courses
of priorities within the university meetings of the University Fae- which
they regarded as relevant
itself. We recognized this neglect ulty Senate and Student Advisory to their
educational needs. As a
only during the last couple of Council. .Special university com- consequence,
they simply refused
years, when the cunent genera mittees and commissions, ranging to reg·a
rd the associate degree as
tion of college students began to from presidential search panels to terminal.
Heartened by academic
develop new techniques for at our special commissions on admis- success, their educational
appetite
tracting attention to its views.
sion and governance now include was whetted for more generalized
We have been shaken up fairly student and faculty representa- curricula.
well. We are better off admitting tives.
It begins to point us in the direcit and distributing credit as well
Even more fundamental is the tion of a long sought-after goal
as rebuke for this experience.
process now underway within the of higher education: the university
At the City University we had Board of Higher Education to as a recurring resource for the
our share of shaking up, perhaps delegate much of its authority student throughout life, returning
proportionately less than many over college matters to bodies that not only to avoid professional tech
other institutions of higher educa will have more intimate and on- nical obsolescene, but expanding
tion, but enough so that trustees, going relationships with each cam- all of his intellectual horizons for
administrators and faculty are now pus. This phenomenon goes against the sheer delight of acquiring new
in general agreement with stu every axiom on the acquisition and knowledge and keener taste. The
dents that the old methods of gov retention of power. It is; I feel, future scholar may not approach
ernance, the old academic patterns the response of trustees who per- full academic symmetry until
and the old relationship to the ceive institutional survival requir- fairly late in life, but he will at
city's problems are insufficient to ing rather than resisting change. least carry from his collegiate ex
the needs of our time.
It is also a rational reaction to perience the skills requisite for
We are now in the painful pro the sheer volume of detail which economic survival in this increas
cess o:L change on all of these has increasingly engaged the time -ingly technological society.
fronts and I would like to review and attention of a board that
Who is to say that the bacca
views its primary responsibility as laureate time design must be
some of them with you.
four
Undoubtedly the most visible one of setting broad institutional years ? Is there something irre
dynamic of City University today policies. There comes a point when vocable about the academic con
is our move to open admissions the conscientious university trus- figuration of those four years, re
beginning next September. As of tee feels frustrated by his inabil- quiring the present range of arts,
the fall semester we intend to ad ity to digest and comprehend the sciences, language and the hu
mit every June 1970 New York enormous quantity of issues gen- manities although we all recognize
City high school graduate to our erated by campus administration. that the scope of knowledge in
university. Under the mandate of He wants to accord it the delibera- each of these areas has grown in
our Board, we intend to mount tion its importance to the campus crementally and is mushrooming
this considerable expansion. in warrants, but there simply isn't at an ever accelerating pace?
freshman em·ollment while "main time. Should he rely on the staff
We require the same basic self
taining and enhancing" the aca of the college or university ad- examination as the university
demic standards of our colleges. ministration, or is he better ad- views the calibre of students com
The same mandate calls for an vised to Tecruit an intermediate ing to it from the secondary
implementation plan that will pro trustee body to take on these im- schools. It is not enough to iden
tify deficiencies in academic prep
vide the necessary remedial , com po1tant campus responsibilities?
In answering this kind of ques aration for college. We must rec
pensatory and tutorial services so
that every incoming student who tion, we are encouraging maximum ognize our own culpability for the
is motivated to complete higher input not only from students and failures of the educational process
education will have a genuine op faculty, but from alumni and com that goes on before college. The
portunity to proceed at a pace munity organizations which have inadequacies of the students the
commensurate with his ability. in the past demonstrated their schools send us are delayed reflec
And, if that ability is found lack concern for the university and its tions of the students we graduate
ing, we plan lateral movement to colleges. Although far from where to fill their faculties.
programs in which the student we want it to be, the past year
We have gone far beyond the
will be prepared for participation has shown considerable closing of general desire for closer coopera
in our society at a level well the communication gap within the tion between higher education and
the public school system. We re
above what would have been avail university.
As our communications improve, quire a close structural relation
able to him without his university
we
hear
a
growing
segment
with
ship that will feed back to our
experience.
It is an ambitious venture. We in the university community ques schools of education - rapidly and
frankly are not sure it will suc tioning much of what was once accurately - what it is they are
ceed. But, as Tim Healy wrote, regarded as sacred in the groves doing wrong and what it is they
"the sin would be for us not to of academe. We are now scrutin are doing right. We need per
izing the configuration as well as formance accountability that will
have tried."
Fortunately, this same recogni the content of college curricula as provide the kind of information
tion of urgency is shared by the never before. In seeking a defini on which administrators in both
Mayor of our City, the Governor tion of, and accommodation to, the systems can act and we need it
of our State and by the Board demand for "relevance," we are fast - before future legions of
of Regents. Their support is cru coming to another revolutionary children become victims of educa
cial and, aside from some budge threshold: the idea of designing tional disasters.
We also require greater ac
tary inadequacies which we trust college curricula to meet the real
,viii be rectified as the fiscal deci needs of students and the com countability within the university.
sion-makers have opportunity to munities which they will inhabit This will involve changes gen
study the dimension of the chal rather than forcing the student erated by students and faculty as
lenge we confront, we anticipate to conform to the preordained aca well as by administrators and
facilities and faculty adequate to demic pattern of the college.
trustees. Some of the moves are
Our experience in recent years, already underway. Without admin
meet the open admissions enroll
especially in our community col istrative sanction, students are al
ment levels expected next fall.
Another structural change in leges, has demonstrated that ca ready evaluating faculty perform
which we are involved is that of reer specialization and liberal arts ance. How long before this be
providing access to decision-power generalization need not be aca comes another criteria in official
within the university to all ele demically incompatible. There is, deliberations to deter:inine tenure
ments affected by it. Considerable for example, a significant flow of and promotion? College faculties
progress has already been made. community college career program have organized for"purposes of
We now have spokesmen for or graduates who go on to bacca collective bargaining. An indusganized faculty and students par- laureate and graduate study. These
(Continued on Page 4)
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Letters
To the Edit r

To the Editor:
For shame! A big boy like you
pulling a stunt like attachlng your
notes to Reuben Samuel's column.
Should not Reuben ask for "equal
time" in your editorial column?
Vol. LXXV - No. 3
A Free Press
You owe your readers an apol
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1970
ogy for juvenile behavior.
I take no quarrel with your right
of expression. Nor, should you
JAY SIEGEL
contain your obvious frustration
Editor-in-Chief
without venting your fury. But as
Herb Rothman
one child should not invade the crib
Managing Editor
of another, you should not have
James Farley, Jr.
invaded Reuben's private domain.
Public Relations Director
Martin Goodman
Val Cavalier ______________ Graduate Editor
Sheldon Sweid
roduction Manager Dr. Mr. Siegel,
In presenting The Do<:toral Trap
Alfred Charasz
eatures Editor
Josephine M. Tuzzeo'
Copy Editor which you were good enough to
use in the issue of 2/9/70 I made
pecial Projects Edito1· an error in fact which since I saw
Zave Unger
Paul Guzzardo
Club News Editor no galley, I couldn't rectify.
On p. 5 we talk of Professor
Ken Weiner
usiness Manager
Office Manager Myer's doctoral thesis (The Far
Ilene Mass
Side of Paradise) as a novel. It
Harriet Freedman
sst. Production Manager wasn't. It was a biography.
----------------�rts Edito1·
If you find it possible to make
Larry Kalish -----------......,----�-ews Editor thta correction, I'd be grateful.
Many thanks all 'round,
Marion Johnston----------,-----"'
Cordially,
Lewis Sturm ---------------"'
Charlies Spiegel
Burt Beagle --------------�
NEWS AND FEATURE STAFF: Johanna Rutan, Reuben Samuel, To the Editor: :
Mike Strick, Joel Thaler, Gary Meisels, Maddalena Nappi, Annette
The Rutgers Student Chapter of
Bruccolori, Robert Lewis, Farrell Nesson, Barbara Pick, Earl Suri, The National Lawyers Guild is
Leumas Letied, Juliette La Claire, Frank Kump, Eddie Hartstein. no,v involved in a campaign to in
terest prospective college graduates
MAX SEIGEL
in becoming lawyers for poor and
Faculty Advi.8-0-r
working class people. Such law
yers use law, whlch usually bene
fits the wealthy and powerful, to
assist the disadvantaged in gain
ing real control over their own
lives. They defend political organ
Before reading this editorial, everyone please look at izers and the citizens' right to or
his Bursar's card. Each term the school takes from our ganize. They confront the law with
some of the day-to-day problems
pockets $1.50 for athletic fees. The Reporter would like to of the powerless. They raise polit
know into whose pocket this money gooo? There is absolutely ical and econom.ic issues among
these people to make them aware
no athletic activity scheduled for the Evening Session stu of
both their needs and their po
dent. Do we have to pay for this apparent absurdity? We tential strength.
We believe that law schools
are aware that up to nqw no one has upset the applecart should
not train lawyers to serve
by bothering to ask where does all that money go? We are the business and government bu
reaucracies
that perpetuate the in
not bothering to ask no,w either. The Reporter DEMANDS
equities of our legal system. In
a full investigation and ·audit by the Central Treasurers Of stead they should train lawyers to
fice disclosing h6w our student fees are spent. Gentlemen, represent those who suffer from
these inequitH,s. We believe Rut
these are pubiic"inonies you are spending and your public gers Law School offers more dp
wants to know ho,w they are being spent. Vagu� aµswers portunity to fill this need than any
other law school in the nation.
such as "for athletic fees" simply will not be. aci�qtIB{e. '
Some first year and all second and
third year courses are electives,
including::
1) An outstanding clinical program
in which students are actively
(Continued on Page 7)

"Athletic Fees?''

1

G.S�A. Elections

Issues, issues everywhere and n'ary a vote received.
The gTaduate student body reached the all time apathetic
high last week. Out of 3,300 students only 101 cared to vote
in the GSA elections. Approximately one-third of those vot
ing were candidates for office. The voting procedur� was
the best we have seen in Evening Session (graduate and un
It has come to our atten
dergraduate) and the polls were open every night til nine tion that the Universal Life
o'clock. If graduate tuition or student fees are raised next Church, which advertised in
the February 2 issue of the
semester, don't blame anyone but yourselves.
Reporter, and Student Globe
Roamers, which advertised in
I I
the February 3 and 10 issues
of Ticker, may be phony corp.
panies out to defraud the
It appears that the trials and tribulatio-ns of the Eve public.
Although the vacation ad in
ning Session student are never ending. Not only must we
Ticker did not ask for money
endure, at the beginning of each term, the most antiquated in advance, the Church ad did.
registration procedure, but we must also endure, throughout Therefore, we suggest that
the term, a medieval elevator system. We have ob�erved anyone interested in answer
lines of people waiting for elevators stretching as far back ing these ads contact the Bet
as the twenty-third street entrance every evening at 5 :45. ter Business Bureau first in
Students arriving for early classes must wait up to twenty order to check on the legiti
macy of these companies. We
minutes before being able to get into an elevator. This means also suggest that anyone who
that when they finally arrive in class they must disturb has already sent a check to
their classmates by removing coats, finding a seat, etc. In either of these companies stop
structors have anived fifteen minutes late sometimes to payment and contact the Bet
find the only other object in the classroom is an attendance ter Business Bureau.
It's easier to write out an
sheet left on their desks. Would it be asking too much for other check than to replace
the administration to keep the elevators in repair and run the money you may lose other
ning during prime time? We certainly don't think so.
wise.

Achtung!
Covent .Emptor,

"Going Up?'� Ha./
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rd Rather Be Right Than...
By HERB ROTHMAN
POWER TO THE PEOPLE, RIGHT 0
"I'm Black, and I'm proud!"
"I'm Black, and I'm proud!"
"I'm Black, and I'm proud!"
This is the chant heard over and over, throughout our
nation's ghettos. I am told by my Black classmates that it
is used for the purpose of establishing an ethnic identity.
The White liberal establishment is bending over backwards
in an attempt to make the black people into second class
citizens. Surprisingly, the Blacks are helping them in their
annihilation procedure. Let us look at the facts:
FACT NUMBER ONE: Our white liberal establishment
is constantly pushing for an increase in the minimum wage.
They argue that in order for an unskilled laborer to reach
a satisfactory standard of living he must earn "X" amount
of dollars an hour. What our liberal legislators do no,t realize
is that in a free market economy such as ours an employee
might not be able to sustain such a wage increase and that
in order for him to be able to sell his goods at a profit he
might be forced into firing marginal (unskilled) workers
and automate their jobs out of existence. According to re
cent U.S. Department of Lab0r statistics every time the
minimum wage was increased,, unemployment was propor
tionately increased! In addition, unemployment was 35%
above the national average duringlthis same period in Watts,
Detroit, Newark and Harlem! Black residents in these areas
were forced to accept government aid in order to reach
an even lower standard of living than they had had p1ior to
the increase in the minimum wage.
FACT-'- NµMBER TWO: The white liberal establishment
forced rent .control down the throats of landlords to SUI>
posedly help the Black people � other low-income groups.
This forced the landlords to eventually leave their buildings.
in a state. of disrepair, beca�se ' tri= �ost of needed repairs
would then rob them of any possible profit since the rent
scale was. ridiculously .]ow, or 't� abandon their buildings
altqgether. Therefore, BECAUSE of rent control, slums were
born. Before our liberal leaders forced landlords into bank
ruptcy, Bedford-Stuy.ves_ant a.pd Harlem were considered
"better areas" of the city. Today, thanks to rent control,
these �reas are considered a blight"on the face of New York.
Th�i;-e is no inceptive for a laF,dlord,.to rJJri. 1;1-_.,building at a
loss. In this day of increasing reality taxes it is,economically
sounder to. abandon the b;�jlding,J ;!'he ,r.��i�ents of these
buildipgs, mostly blacks, must now live in. SU/b,, standard hous
ing, wl;tere,no servic;e�, such as.,h��JI ar.e pro,vided for them.
They Qannot i:noye, jnto . other I buildings, due tp an acute
housing storage (why build if one cannot, mal«� ,a profjt on
low-income housing projects), apartments are either non
existent or rents are so high that they are beyond economic
reach. The landlord who struggles to make ends meet, and
often loses that struggle, is then unmei;cifully maligned as
a greedy racist bastard, who,1p,e pockets ar� stuffed with
the hard-earned dollars of poor Blaqk folk, a crook and a
thief. The author happens to know for a fp-ct that in at least
one building in New Yo,rk some tenants do not pay any rent
and haven't for. over three years. The landlord ,however, is
still forced to paint the halls (on which· the children draw
and others urinate), fix the plumbing (the bath tub is used
to keep the chickens in) provide heat, and countless other
services. From where is the money for these repairs to
come? Landlords simply cannot take such a financial beat
ing repeatedly. They too often must abandon their buildings
even if it means that they piust lose their whole investment.
Thus by rent control the ',liberals have forced the Black
community into slum housing. i� ef:(e_ct, the white liberal
has achieved the racist's dream - de facto segregation!

FACT NUMBER THREE: The liberal� fear "law and order"
candidates. They equate conservatism with' �·acism. The Black is told
by the liberal's "house nigger" that suppoi:ting a conservative candi
datel would be detrimental to his cause. This is then compounded by
an ever increasing flow of anti-lh,w and order propaganda from the
liberally controlled media. The liberal equates Jaw anq order with
bigotry. This is an insult Lo the intelligence of the �lack community.
It is !iOT the white liberal's chlld who has to face the daily rigor
of a hostile ghetto public school. It is NOT the white liberal's wife
who is mugged while waiting for a bus ::it two o'clock in the morning
or in broad daylight. It is NOT the white liberal's child who is con
fronted daily by hard core drug addiction. IT IS THE BLACK MAN'S.
Ljtw and order is a two way street. If a mugger is stopped, a rapist
caught, or a mafia-controlled bookie put out of business, the Black
man gains more than the white. According to the F.B.I. the highest
violent crime rates are in our nation's blat:k ghettos. Yet the whlte
liberal tells the black to fear law and order!!!
FACTS NUMBER FOUR, FIVE, ETC.: The black man does not
w;ant to live on welfare. He does not want to be a marginal (un
?killed). worker. He does not want to be segregated in a public hous
mg proJect. He wants to be a respected, hard working member of the
community at large (pr ferably an integrated community) and not
_
on the pubhc dole. He doesn't want a worthless degree given to him
but, rather, wishes to earn his d gree through academic achi vement.,
( onlinued on Page 6)
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One tudent's Point of Reference
Student Apathy - There has been bunted about of
late, and of not-so-late, the Jay-diagnosis describing an 'evil'
syndrome which apparently affects, is affecting, or has af
fected some members of the student and/or faculty; or,
heaven help us, to make matters worse, both. I'm not sure,
quite, what this connotation means and, I might suggest, I
am equally unhappy with the moral judgment or stigma
which attaches to the apathee.
Nor, moreover, do I 'q�lieve any of us should be happy
about the unapathetic, stat�
' of those who might be making
such evaluations.
It is almost as if they were talking down to the rest of
us, apathetic and unapathetic alike. It is not enough, I feel,
to come out with a sterile statement or judgment. In fact,
it can be dowmight embarrassing, because it would be best
if the dia.gnoser would or could come up with some useful
things with which to combat the condition.
I am not ma.king any apologies for Evening Students,
Evening Instructors, myself or anybody else. If I, or they,
are indeed apathetic, so what?
So what? Well, if by a.pathetic one means that Evening
Students aren't engaging in enough extra-curricular activ
ity, there is good reason for that.
If by apathy the apathy-evaluator might mean that
the apathee simply isn't thinking, believing, or doing in
terms of the conscience or intellect of the diagnoser, well,
that is too bad, isn't it?
The point I am trying to make is that we are all of us
individuals, and we are each of us entitled to our opinion,'
•
1
and our actions or non-actions.
The other point I would like to make is that it would
serve all of us .best if in•1 lieu of, or a:uxiliary to, the type
casting, some c&'rr1ret� suggestions be put forth.
The Evening Student who has put in a full day at work
is, understandably, tired after that day's work; he i's, look
ing forward to getting through the evening's work so he
can get home to his wife <fr' his horhe or girl friend o·r go
to a movie, to find some 1:elaxation, even to follow a whim.
If he were to abide by the -Bulletin and put in two hours' of
study for each hour of· att�ndance at classes, he'd be spend
ing deficit time.
Possible so)utions? .First, w'e might extenp, the unlimited
cuts to all students. It would be left to the individual stu
dent td' decide which lectures he must attend in order for
him to adequately cov�l' the course and come out with ·a
passing grade, or· better.
In many instances, by studying the material in the
syllabus without attending class, a great deal can be accom
plished without having to re-hash the assignments. Result:
More time for study; more time for relaxation; more time
for student activities. If the L student wants more time for
himself, or for his fami'ly, or for his friends, that is his own
affair, and let hiin be welcome to that free time with our
blessings.
The Baruch Campus! This c,olumn is being rapped out
down at the p1inter''s and, in looking through the Baruch
'morgue,' I noticed the following headline, vintage ·Novem
ber '68: Brooklyn 'Campus' Endangered; UCP Offers to
Share Building.' First thoughts - so much the better;'why
can't we come up with something else?
If Brooklyn needs a Baruch Big or Little Brother, let's
give it to them; but let us stay right here.' Perhaps you
had the good fortune to have witnessed an exhilarating en
gineeiing accomplishment when they expanded one of the
neighboring Insurance Company buildings around twenty
fourth or twenty-fifth street. One half of the building went
up first, and then was occupied. While people were work
ing in the first completed section, construction was going
on to duplicate the first half, exactly. Later, both halves
were joined!
Might not that be done right here?
We're spread out all over the place, with buildings on
16th street, twenty-first street, and the RCA monstrosity
on twenty-fourth street.
It is staggering to think of all the money that has
gone into Real Estate alone, not to mention what it costs
to refmbish old edifices. In most cases, I believe, it is more
economical to start at scratch.
So let's see how we might accomplish this.
Fi�st, try to obtain the building adjacent to the Stu
dent Center, The Family Court. Moving the Court to another
location would open up use of this building to us. Failing to
obtain the land and the building, I suggest we utilize the
air rights above the building.
Second, move all of Student Center Activities out of

Comedian
At Baruch
Dick Davey i a 36-year-old Ar
kansas farm boy transplanted to
the big city. A former school
teacher in ew York City ("They
let just about anybody teach in
r ew York'') of disturbed children
("Disturbed is the official word
for a black kid who raises his hand
to a white teacher"), Davey fled
the hazards of his southern accent
to the safer precincts of the lec
ture podium.
After several appearances on
the Merv Griffin Show, Mr. Griffin
wrote (on the back of Davy's first
record album): "Dick Dav y has
what I call a left-handed sense of
humor and holds nothing sacred.
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ATTACK,
By PAUL GUZZARDO

THE DECLINE OF MANHOOD
Our masculine society is coming to an end. By the end
of the twentieth century, Western civilization, in its present
form, will cease to exist. A new society is emerging and
will emerge in the twenty-first century. It will be an unde
fined society in the sense of roles, to be played in life.
Ever since the onslaught of the Industrial Revolution,
the male in the dominant role has decreased sharply. Who
is at fault? It is the male himself that is to blame for this
emasculation. He is giving way to the female in all ways.
Ever since the liberation of women in the beginning of the
twentieth century the female specie has come a long way
in achieving equal status with men. During the sixties, the
Women's Liberation Front, a militant organization for the
advancement of women's rights, has converged on the scene.
The movement has just begun and has not picked up mo
mentum. However, the seventies will see the movement
take great strides in the liberation of the female.
The female has oecome sexually aggressive, also. Some
females try to outdo each other as to how many men they
can make over a specified period of time. They want equal
ity with men and they should get it. In Israel the females
are drafted into the army as well as the men. This should
be done in America to liberate the female completely. In
America there is a new trend toward the commune where
neither male nor female play a dominant role. What does
it mean to a cl),ild when he sees his father and mother play
""""---�...i I ing equal roles. Which figure will he identify with? And
����c��vey to appear Thursday at what about the middle class male with the nagging wife.
The majority of the middle class male is in this situation.
His speech is as slow and deliberate I can safely come to the conclusion that American males
as a Mississippi school district de highly relish the female practice of emasculation.
segregating, but his 'mind is hair
Today women have almost the same economic oppor
trigger quick. lie has the impact
of an ambush. Thanks to Dick we tunities as the man. Economic power is the key to dominance.
can all see ourselves more clearly, In many ghettoes black males are unemployed since many
and laugh, not so much until it are unskilled or some just plain lazy. The black female
hurts, but after the hurt."
is the one who works and who has the economic power of
Dick Davy discourses:
the family. This is a reason why the proportion of rape is
1. BLACK POWER - dream or higher
amqng blacks than w.hites. T)le black-man is insecure
disaster?
2. CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE vs. and must reassure himse1i'as a man through sexual means.
POLICE BRUTALITY (Can If they had the economic security then they would have
Hitler happen here?)
no need in proving their manhood.
3. New Game on Campus: CAP
These are the facts and they cannot be changed. What
TURE THE DEAN
can be changed is the social structure, laws, and attitudes
4. Master Plan to END ALL of society. If they are not changed soon, civilization will be
WARS!
in trouble. Every year violence increases.and the high point
5. Our Next Presi_pent
is still not in sight. We are in a crucial period of time.
6. Legalized Pot-?-· An Historical Patience and time cannot be functional in this situation.
Perspective
Mr. Davy will be at Baruch on Action must come now or society will be destroyed. Society
Thursday, Feb, 26 at 5:15 P.M. must· come to grips with itself and go through a radical
change or else . . .
in the Oak Lounge.
the Student Center building to other locations, as a tem
porary measure.
Third, demolish Student Center and rebuild one-quarter
o:f a skyscraper th?,t has been engineered faultlessly to ac
commodate the requirements 9f the New Baruch College,
Manhattan Division. As soon as seven or eight stories have
been completed, start moving in facilities from the now 23rd
Street section which we want to preserve.
Fourth, complete the high-rise first quarter of the
building on 22nd Street, while activities are going on within.
Fifth, if we have Family Court land and building, demol
ish or preserve just the frame, and match all of the other
'quarters' of the new building. If we have only air rights,
match the architecture and marble of the facade and do
all parts of the new structure the same way. We can build
on top of Family Court, if necessary, I believe, by reinforc
ing the foundation of that building.
Sixth, now that we have completed two-quarters of our
new structure, we should have enough room for all of the
facilities which are now occupying present 23rd Street quar
ters and possibly more!
For the Seventh, you don't have to be a genius to have
worked out the rest of the problem. Demolish the entire
23rd Street building, which demoltion might have been going
on while we were erecting the first two quarters on 22nd
Street. We now construct the second half of the building,
the two quarters facing twenty-third street, and match
them to the two quarters on twenty-second street, and there
we have the New Bernard M. Baruch College of Manhattan.
Like it? Write your Mayor! Write your Congressman!
Write your Senator!
As for me, my next bit of correspondence is going to
be to The Building Department of the Board of Higher Edu
cation, when The Reporter prints this, so I can enclose a
copy.

People a� Baruch

Planning a meeting, lecture,
exhibit, performance or event any
where at Baruch? One man to Jet
know is Student Center Assistant
Director Cornelius Page, He keeps
track of space assignments for
student activities, so tends to know
what rooms are occupied, when.
He can thus help others avoid con
flicts with these functions and, to
the extent he is kept posted, with
each other. He can also help avoid
embarassing mismatches, such as
locating a seminar of poetry read
ing next door to a recital of elec
tronic music. His extension is 312.
Angelo Proto, formerly Asso
ciate Director of Admissions and
Registrar at Cooper Union, has
been appointed Director of Admis
sions. A graduate of Pratt Insti
tute ('64), he holds a master's de
gree from Adelphi University,
where he was Associate University
Registrar from 1967 to 1969. He
will be reporting to Donald Fer
guson, Registrar, and will share
responsibility for the collection
and dissemination of data on stu
dents. Among other duties he will
conduct ongoing evaluation of aca
demic standards of graduate, eve
ning, and transfer students, and
admissions procedure for all stu
dents.
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ANOTHER FACE

(Continued from Page 1)
trial model has been imposed upon
college presidents in their dealings
Barbara Pick
with their "employees." The management functionary to whom the 11.!;;;========================;;;;!.I
By REUBEN SAMUEL
president would logically look for
performance reporting is the deTwo misty searching blue eyes stared ahead.A sickly,
n
an
a
smirking lopsided grin appeared on his face.He feared the
� ;:�: J0i�t�:1 b � ���}�r�eJ\��:
pounding of his heart was becoming too audible .
Michael suggested that I frame my column this week, ulty member, elected to his post
ty
members,
His adrenalin raised his blood pressure.He could almost
around the problem of boring teachers. I am convinced by his fellow fa culrespo
therefore politically
nsible to
out of
that wence we go in our University life we will always be them rather than the college pleasure in the blood he craved to taste ... Just
faced by boring teachers. The university instructor, unlike "management." Is i t conceivable uniform, he was determined to demonstrate for the freethe high school teacher has been trained in his/her field that such an arrangement can doms. Poster in hand, a smile to warm any mother's pride,
survive the scrutiny of those to he strained his eyes to see the flag. The flag meant life and
and not in methods of education.
whom the college president or unito him ...Hatred, animosity, and contempt filled
I would suspect, also, that there is no real correlation versity chancellor must account for justice
·
between an instructor learned in his segment of education t he allocation of increasingly elu- his red burning eyes.He had been a slave in this country
for over 300 years. He demanded his freedom now. Exhibitand the ability to transfer this knowledge to students. I sive institutional resources?
There are no simplistic answers ing his Afro hair and Afro garb, he clinched his fist and
seliously doubt that what students seek within the college
classroom is the type of motivating instruction often found to such problems, but they must raised his hand in the Black Panther gesture.This was his
be a nswered, and the sooner we day for liberation ...Reclining on the roof, he was revering
on secondary school levels (that is in some school systems).
co nfront them, the better.
of the next 3 minutes. He wanted to test if a firecracker
The college student does not necessarily seek to have his
Ano ther phenomenon that will
!r 0�
cn·oups. A
hand held every time he is faced with an academic lack of shape the university in the coming would precipitate a reaction among the varyinstimulating instruction. Most of the students that I know decade is the application of ,ad- mischievous smile of a 6 year old overwhelmed his face.
don't e,xpect the unexpectable, and are surprised, and pleased, vanced tec hnology t o i nstruction. Convulsions of laughter echoed the long narrow street.
At City University our aim is
With his waxed night stick, polished brass butons, oiled
when the rare communicating instructor occurs.
employ such technology to
to
No, Mike, boredom is not the problem. Teachers that strengthen the human component gun, and cleaned navy blue uniform, his stomach fluttered.
Graduation was last week.Today was the first day he
don't give a damn are the problem. Many of my contem in education rather than replace
poraries and even some of the faculty would admit that it. We have made significant ad- was oficially assigned to a task. Constantly checking if his
vances
in developing such devic es gun was in the correct position, his hands felt unfamiliar at
some instructors currently instructing at Baruch don't care
as t wo-way, talk-back television
at all about the student and/or what he learns.My favorite classrooms which allow us to pro- his new· attire· . . His feet burning from the combination
anecdote is the story of the accounting prof that I had for vide expanded curricula at minimal Of the i rn·tat 10n of the socks and constantly walking, he
101. A truly stimulating man, he was able to create in my additional cost through circuitry winced with uncomfort.Swinging his night stick as if it was
head the desire to learn accounting; a subject I never had that brings together a few stu- his third hand, he started to hum, "This guy's in love with
any interest in. Effectively stimulated, I chose to take the dents on several campuses in a you." Slowly looking at the houses he knew for 15 years,
t
c
more difficult 102 rather than the easier 103, as I was not ���t����ld �: :�r:!':�:� fo/��� he guizzically examined a cherry tree he had never seen
an accounting major.There he sat, the first night of 102 course on each of the participating before . : . Trying unsuccessfully to check his yawns, he
. ..at least ninety, spittle hanging from his lips, a surly campuses.We are developing com- opened his mouth as wide as a hippopotamus. His eyelids
condescension in his attitude. This man said in answer to puter assisted instruction course half-closed, a contented smile lit his face like a Christmas
a
a question posed to him during the course of the term, about : �;�:i t�:; :!� P� �-:t !a�r!!� tree. Life was good to him.
e
e i
t
A crash disturbed the serenity of that moment. "You
a point unclear in Tunick & Saxe . ..and I quote, "don't tifying and personally responding
bother me, look it up in the book." This statement was made to the strengths and weaknesses F----- Pigs." "The-----Bastards are here." A bag of urine
was thrown out of the third floor windo,w at a policeman.
duling the regular class sessions and not in the hallway.I of individual students.
I n new techniques of instruc- Then a bottle of mine splashed on the concrete sidewalk,
was shocked!
It would be wrong to say that all or even many instruc tion, in enrollment and in the re- the glass splattering into tiny specks. A night stick began
a
v i
ie
to strike a head until a pool of blood streamed past the
tors at Baruch have this sort of attitude.I maintain, though,
,�: �l� m�� f��!fveil
that it is a crime to have ANY at Baruch. The standard the problems of the city today urine. Sirens were heard above the hysteria.
On a brick wall, scribbled in chalk was the word
response from the administration regarding complaints by than ever before. The two-way
A trickle of blood began to drip on the word.
students regarding this subject is: He is a tenured instruc television I mentioned is now be- PEACE.
ing planned for satellite class- I-----------------:.__________
tor, what can we do.Or, go see the department head (who,
rooms of the City U niversity in
by the way, is never available past the hour of high noon ... offices and l aboratories of our
HMMMM).There is a solution.On the one hand all students city's more techni c ally advanced
have the right to complain about an instructor they feel has firms where there is need for
made no attempt to cover the course work o,r instruct the scientists and engineers to be kept
abreast of l ate state-of-the-art de
students in the course curriculum. Complaints should be velopments in their respective
dis
By LEUMA S LE TIED
channeled through the department, initially. That not work ciplines and professions. Once
ing and it may well not ... we have a Dean of Evening fully operative, the City of New
Session ...Dr.Dispenzieri, whose sole interest is the welfare York ,viii, through this instruc
tional net work, be able to offer
Order in the Court
of the evening session student. Dr. Dispenzieri has been
employers in a variety of tech
known in the past to go far beyond his required area of nologically advanced fields an ad
When Alexander Pope wrote, "To err is human; to forgive, divi ne,"
he
presumably
me
ant
tha
t we should act divinely and be ,villing to
responsibility to aid a student seeking help.
ditional inducement to locate their
That not working, perhaps an approach to Dr.Weaver high-salaries, sophisticated instal forg�ve . an erring person for his misdeed if, and only if, that person
con:7rncmgly demon_stra.tes his regret for it. This he can do o nly by
.
or the Board of Higher Education could prove fruitful.The lations in our city.
Our open admission plan is di taking pos1t1ve action that would clearly indicate that his regret is
flaw though, folks ...is the fact that if an instructor falls rectly related to an urban prob sincere and that his m isdeed was the result of a human error and not
into this shady category the student has to go to great pains lem, what could be described as of an ingrained attiude. Mere words and disavowals will not suffice
and effort in order to voice a compaint ... and then still the urban problem: racism and to conclus_i vely prove this point ; that is why we need action, something
poverty. The cardin al grievance that reqm:res more effort and may be more costly as well. If he foils
go home frustrated.
to do this, _not only_ shou_lcl "'.e not offer him a reprieve, we should
There exists a possible solution to this weighty problem. voiced in the disturbances on our condemn hrm, despite his disavowals, because they are obviously
campuses last spring was for
The solution, in my mind, is TEACHER EVALUATION. greater eni-ollment of Black and prompted, not by a �o na fide feeling of remorse, but by expediency.
Judge Carswell 1s such a man who should be condemned for his
Two words that in the past ha.ve met with tremendous resis Puerto Rican students.Even then
tance by certain faculty within the evening session. The the City University was well ahead misdeeds, not pardoned and perhaps eve n rewarded for them.When
of
every
in
tegrated institu t ion of he h ad the opportunity to act positively and exhibit how "obnoxious"
standard claim is that the student will be biased toward
higher educa tion in the country, and "abhorrent' ' tl�e concept of whi te supremacy really is to him, no
instructors who give high grades. I think this is an inac in the numbers and percentages only was he_ not stimulated to act constructively, but acted destructive
curate appraisal of the matulity of the evening session of minority group students i t en ly and detnmentally - to t he course of freedom and demo cracy.His
student.I don't wish to mention names but some of the finest rolled. But the pace of cha nge was speech in 1948 in which he said that he vigorously believes in "the
instructors I have ever had ...and that includes you: J. F . obviously inadequate to the needs principles of white supremacy, and I shall alwa ys be so governed"
_ !ways) - _"youthful indiscre tion," you say, Sen.
of our time. Open admissions will (remember the _word a
have patently refused to give high grades for anything other
not increase
the percentage of Scott. Or was 1t political expechen c :v? Then how abou t his b havio1•
than the effort by students to learn. I would indeed take an non-White freshman stude nts en in 19 6 wh_en he, with �thers, _a�tempted to ci rcumvent the Supreme
�
.
immature student to evaluate an instructor merely on the rolled next fall.It will vastly in Comt s_ ruhng that public fac1ht1�s must be desegregated by leasing
basis of the grades he gives out. On the other hand ...a c rease their numbers, and it ,vill a pu�!Jc ?olf course from the ci ty of Tallahassee for $1, thereby
deneymg its use
reasonable teacher evaluation system, which could be mani assure a distribution throughout unde oa�h when to Ne�roes? Also, y<>u mustn' t forge t that he lied.
he said that he_ wasn't one of t he i ncorporators.
·
community and senior collegs t hat
fested as an integral part of the curriculum within each should avoid any allegation of de That�s 1:- Judge fo yo_u, a pro pective Suprem
e Court justice, no less.
f;.
,�
department, would provide the department with a constant f acto segreg ation, dual track sys ':'hat kind of a n _m
d1scret1on was t hat? Finally, how do you justify
s
a
le
his
of
a
Kakull
l?
t
m
a
(!ou
nt
y,
Fla.,
with the provision that it
feedback regarding teacher effectiveness and communicative tems and the like.
It should do something else. It could be occup1e� only by whi tes? That, by the way, was Jess than
ability. The evaluation set-up would, in addition, provide
four years .ago, m 1966. You b tter think of a good one now.
7
the students with an appraisal of all instructors leaving the should provide a higher level of
Even if the above facts did no t exist to cast serious doubts on
mot ivation to you ngsters in our
poor instructors with unfilled classes and the outstanding primary and sec ondary public J_udge Carswell's c andidacy, why should he be even cons
i dered in the
ones with lines outside of the door.
schools, an incentive to exert the fll'st plac�? What are his quaUfications? The Supreme Court, one
es, 1s supreme to all the cou1ts in the land and a judge seated
I maintain that the m ajor purpoge of an eveni ng sessions at necessary effo1t to stay in school, ass�m.
tendance at Baruch in his/her desire to learn. Poor instructors and bec ause a t the end of the road on 1t ipso facto must be one of the nine most upreme judges of the
those who don't care about communi cating with the student merely there is a guaranteed admissio n land. What m akes Judge Carswell so supreme? At best he's an
stand in the way of a student's academic growth and should be done to college and all it means in e;ample .of medio crity - t he worst �n mecUocri ty in fact. At worst,
away wi th. Admi nis tratio n is hemming and hawing about teacher terms of acquiring a piece of the Im afr aid to say, for fear of degrad ing the courts still fuither than
they already re.Wh �n Judge �a�·swell was asked by the
evaluation, faculty is downright hostile. S tuden t Cou ncil, this semester ac tio n in this society.
�
Justice Dept.
If the people who make up this to prese nt a 1 1:t of h1s legal wntings and articles, he said that he had
is making a serious attempt to create and m anage an initial teacher
evaluation system. Your response to the concept would be appreciated city are to be brought together - none. All he did manage to s rounge up were some 25 legal opinions
7 th worrls of F
by this writer. As all of you readers know ... your suppo1t is no t and they must, else we will have that read, for _ the most pa1t,_ m
red Graham, sp cialist
� :
only necessary, but essential, to create a be tter vehicle for learni ng no city - I can think of no more on legal affairs for The Times, hke plumbers' manuals." That is
(Continued
on
Page
7)
(Continued
o n Page 7)
at Baruc h. P.S.Jay Siegel ...You're Great!
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Great
Expectations
By LA\ RE 1 E KALI H
Assignment for Ed 40: field
work with teenagers at a local
community center.
Because of my untold experience
as ews Editor of the Reporter,
my supervisor asked me to head
the "Journalism Club." I figured
that this would be an interesting
but easy task. Easy? Yes, easy.
If a teenager wanted to be part
of such a school-like task in his
free time, then I assumed he must
be a well prepared and "non-pro
crastinator."
Wow! Was I wrong! I walked
into the meeting room only to be
confronted by a few teenie-bop
pers, an assortment of minnie
hippies and a junior game warden.
Game Warden? Yes. One kid was
standing on his chair with his pet
gerbal crawling around his shoul
ders.
The first thing they asked me
was what I did. I told them I was
a stockbroker. Some said, "Wow!"
Others thought I sold soup. And
one little white girl with an Afro
hairdo called me a capitalist! It
was at this moment when I decided
that I had better get on their side
before they painted "Down with
Dow Chemical" all over me. Con
sequently, I said that they may
write about whatever they wished
to. This statement received a warm
welcome.
So I suggested sports to the
boys - One boy responded: "I
could write a book about." I asked
him to write just one page.
To the girls I invited them to
write about the antiwar movement
and the reaction of the police. Oh,
oh! Another bad word "police".
All at once they all shouted
"PIG!"
All in all, I really enjoyed it.
I especially liked the chance to see
myself on the other side of the
fence. That is, the kids with all
their wisecracks reminded me of
myself as a student. At a few
points it became a little annoy
illg, but I just laughed with them.
For, I realized that I was getting
my just dessert.

Women lo College
Through V.A.

The Veterans Administration re
ported that some 6,100 wives and
widows of veterans and servicemen
are taking advantage of educa
tional assistance.
Administrator of Veterans Af
fairs Donald E. Johnson said cer
tain wives and ,vidows became
eligible for benefits under the law
when it became effective Dec. 1,
1968.
The law makes educational as
sistance available to wives or wi
dows of veterans ,vith service
connected causes.
Also eligible a.re wives or "\\Ti
dows of veterans who died of non
se1'Vice-connected causes while to
tally and permanently disabled. In
addition the law covers children
of such ' veterans and servicemen.
Johnson also reported that one
trainee in si.--..: was under 25 years
of age when she entered training.
The VA chief added that more
than half of the wives and widow
trainees, about 54 per cent, pur
sued their education in college,
while about one in 12, just over
8 per cent, stuclied in graduate
schools.
Almost half of the college train
ees 48 per cent were enrolled on
pa1\-time basis, 'while just over 85
per cent of those studying below
college level clid so on a full-time
basis, Johnson said.
He urged persons interested in
, applying for such benefits to con
tact their nearest regional VA
office.
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Pres. Weover Meets
With Evening Students
By GARY MEISEL

On February 17, 1970, President Weaver held a monthly
meeting with Evening Student Representatives, in his 16th
floor office. Among the people in attendance were: Barbara
Pick, Student Council; Reuben Samuel, Sigma Alpha; Jay
Siegel, Editor of the Reporter; John Richberg, Pres., S.B.L.;
Sheldon Sweid, Student Council; Mary Ruiz, Pres. Dante
Society; Winston Bent, Sophomore Class; Dr. Irving 'Greger,
Std. Per. Services; Dean Dispenzieri, Director of Evening
Session; Four Representatives of the Graduate Marketing
Society; and myself, V. Pres. of Student Council.

Page Five

THE
PHY. ED. MAJOR
SAID
JOCULARLY:

The President's opening remarks •
indicated many things happening rec�ived from all departments, and
within the Administration, and of Student Personnel Services on
its effect on the student body. The the grading. The continuance of
Open Enrollment policy to be in the present system may be due
stituted in September, 1970, will to the determination of individual
include many facets in distribution abilities sought out, when Open
of thet freshman class and trans Enrollment takes effect.
fer students. Testing for all in
Mary Ruiz brought up the prob
coming students ,vill be given, to lem of language ability. She re
ascertain and assess the abilities gistered for a course offered in
of student, in order to help him Advanced Italian, which appeared
in any deficiencies he may have. in the schedule with no pre-re
This aid in helping to increase his quisite, and due to possible con
skill, or eliminate deficiencies, such fusion of the students , she was
as in mathematics and English. the only registrant for the course,
The testing will also include a per and it had to be dropped because
sonal interview wtih the student, of lack of support. Th 2 Dean also
in order that he may give infor mentioned Hebrew. The course
mation on what he may want to flopped with lack of participation
take, in his other courses of study.
With these considerations, Presi
dent Weaver stated that counsel
ing, tuto1�ng programs, seminars,
and faculty would be increased. A
rescheduling of classes, and status
of QNM and NM would be forth
coming, after the Open Enrollment
report is available to the students
in the near future.
With the increase in students
attending Baruch College in the
fall, -arrangements to expand in
real estate have been proceeding
at a steady pace. The Twenty
fourth Street Center will base our
computer, counseling, Registration,
and new Library; and also include
many more classrooms for courses.
The President also included in
his opening remarks: that recruit
ing key faculty members to various
departments, and to build a solid
faculty is now being prepared for
the fall term, in both day and evePresident Weaver Meets Students
ning sessions.
The plan for course availability
SEND US
is being planned in a "guesstimate" also. I suggested that any lan
YOUR
manner. Also, for registration in guage course given be designed to
AD-VERBIAL
the future, an Admissions Officer meet the elementary needs of the
PUNS ABOUT
is being hired, to work through course when placed in the class
COLLEGE
scheduled wtih descriptions. Offer
the Bursar's office.
MAJORS. IF
Reuben Samuel turned to the ings in Hebrew, Arabic and Ital
PUBLISHED,
matter of Deanship Appointment; ian will be given again in Sep
WE'LL SEND
with its implementation on the tember, with more comprehensive
YOUA
coming semester. Dr. Weaver in information on the course supplied
REFRESHING
formed us that an Associate Dean in the handbooks, and class sched
REWARD.
of Evening Session, through the ules, Dean Dispenzieri assured us.
On the matter of Teacher Eval
Department of Student Life, would
OOLLEGE BOX 482
limit his affairs to Evening Ses uation, with -administrative help
Ill) MILLER BREW. 00.
sion, and would have adequate and assistance, Mr. Samuel, of
MILW., WIS. 63201
power to make decisions in the Sigma Alpha, asked if Dr. Weaver
evening, when the Dean of Stu saw it as a tangible thing? He
stated that he wanted more par- 1 __________________________
dents would not be present.
The Film Festival, instituted ticipation on the department level;
through Dean Dispenzieri's office, including the planning and de- lines on Feb. 19th, and Kaiser Roth with free admission to the Audi
with the help of Mr. Seaver of velopment of internal governance on March 3rd, to recrnit grads in torium for the entire Baruch com
Public Relations, was commended through each department. Mr. the evening hours. But as we con munity.
ERRATUM: In my last article
by many of the students in at Samuel did inform Dr. Weaver curred together as a consideration,
bndance. An estimate of 800 peo that negative faculty backing in would undergrads be available to on Dr. Weaver's meeting of J_an
20th, I wrote that "We have
uary
future
the
in
all
at
service
this
ple, of a good age distribution at the past was visible.
With regards to the tutorial pro- also? Current Evening Undergrads a tremendous amount of . . . Lec
tended the first film. The Dean
wanting the extra dollar."
turers
opportunities
new
hoped that this enthusiasm and gram, a professional instructor, for are looking for
I was misinformed.Our Evening
support would continue on future 1:ach course being tutored, should also, as well as Seniors, and Grad
Session Marketing Department (as
be instituted, as clone in the SEEK uates.
Friday evening performances.
Jay Siegel suggested to Dr. Wea well as some of our other profes
Barbara Pick, referring to the program, to develop the student
remarks of the President, asked if while taking a course he may be ver that an additional allocation sional business Departments) a.re
the English and Math testing would weak in. Dr. Weaver said this can of consolidated fees be given to The extremely dedicated in their de
help the student in other areas. Dr. be done without duplication of the Reporter, through the establish sire to enlighten those students
Weaver stated that with these remedial courses already in the ment of an additional line on the which they teach.
tests, a determination would be planning stage for Open Enroll- bursar's card to have a publication I r;e�����������;;;;
made as to the area of strength ment. More curricular guidance fee, without any additional cost to
the student may have. If you con ,vill guide the student in ridcling the student, when paying his con
sider Math and Accounting to the deficiencies he may enter the solidated fees at registration. No
announces
reply was given at the time, but I
gether, and an Essay test in com college with.
The representatives shared an am sure it would be worthwhile to
position, with Speech; you will
MEETING
.FIRST
ITS
have conclusive results, as to the idea posed jointly regarcling the include, as the newspaper is the
abilities of the studies with some matter of On Campus Interviews. voice for all of Baruch College.
1970
SPRING
the
of
exceptions to the rule. As far as It was sugp.;ested that if corpora- The President did note that he
the grading system, I asked if the tions would be able to stay for never misses an issue and reads
SEMESTER
system would be changed or con Evening Session hours, it would be every word printed.
The Dean of Evening Session, DATE:
sidered to a pass-fail system. No a worthwhile venture. The gradTuesday, 'Feb. 24
change is imminent, even though uate students of the Marketing Dean Dispenzieri, did remind us TIME:
8:30 PM
the system is used in another Sen Society told the President that in closing, that the Film Festival
ior College of CUNY. A report steps were already being taken to will run for the next 10 Fridays, PLACE: Marble Lounge
from the Dean of Evening ,viii be have American and Pan Am Air- with performances at 8:15 P.M.' L!aa===========�

MILLER
MAKES IT RIGHT!

ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
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THE GRADUATE TEMPER
By CAVALIER

iltdlrdtottn ttt §ubmay lltlHtthotua
You, in the coh1er, soldier boy,
Are you going off to war?
And the man with the Evening Post
Are you g�ing home to wa.r?
, Each of us sitting and staring
Caught in our own little world,, ..

t

,,

Fighting a.nd crying in terror
All behind closed doors.

II
The train moved slowly across- the bridge

,,

The setting sun turning the sky orange
As it lowered itself behind the sky line.
Streaks still visible between the buildings.
And I thought how you would see it
And how much more meaningful it would be
seen through your eyes.
Rosemary Anne Traina

ABC's Reynolds':
· Unsilenl Minority Replies

Responding in his commentary to the recent actions
of the fed!:)ral government in subpoenaing unused television
news film, ABC News commep.f�'tor Frank R�ynolds asse!t
ed Wednesday, February 4 on tµ� "ABC Evenmg News with
Frank Reynolds and Howard K. Smith" "the press of this
country cannot discharge its obligation to inform the people
of the country . . . and that's the·•
only obligation we have .. . if our cannot use his office to subpoena
reporters are to become govern- other material about a,R;bublican
ment informers."
The full text of Mr. Reynolds' Mayor, or vice versa. The oppor
tunities for political mischief and
emarks follows:
a
''The Constitution imposes a intimidation of newsmen nd the
clear wall between the govern people newsmen must talk to will
be
immeasurably
increased.
No
ment - local, state and �ed�1;al
body will want to talk freely to
and the press.
,
a
reporter
if
he
suspects
the
re
"From time to time, the ' gov
.
ernment tries to breach the wall, porter's notes . . his notes, not
and such an attempt ,is underway his published story or broadcast
report which is, of course, avail
right now.
able to all . . . might be sub
"It must be turned back, for poenaed by an authority unfriendly
the press is not an arm of a to him.
is
It
jury.
prosecutor or a grand
"This is not in any way a ques
not an agency whose purpose is
to help the government. It is much tion of preserving secrecy; it is
more an· agen�y whose purpose is a way of providing information.
to watch the government and in If the sources of information are
form the people of the countr� afraid to talk to�,newsmen, it is
about its actions. The press ,is not, not the newsmen ,who,(will suffer.
repeat not, obliged to inform �ny It is the· public- who will be denied
area of' the government about the information., I leave it 1to the law
actions of its citizens, but that is yers and the ma1;1_ag�1 s of news
precisely what some federal at papers and networks to decide
torneys are now trying to force their response to these demands ...
"As a reporter and a citizen, I
the press to do.
"In recent days, a number of hope they will resis,t. And I hope
subpoenas have been served on the Justice Department will clarify
newspapers, magazines ,and broad its policy for · the guidance of
casters demanding tapes, and other prosecutors and grand juries, at
material gathered by xeporters but all levels.
"We have many faults. We're
not published or broadcast. The
material sought is to be used in aware of them and are trying to
the preparation of cases involving correct them . But the press of this
a faction of the Students for a country cannot discharge its obli
Democratic Society and the Black gation to inform the people of
and that's the
Panthers. However, if the hap the country
hazard use of the subpoena power only obligation we have . . . if our
reporters
are
to
become
govern
is accepted, there will be no rea
son why a Democratic prosecutor ment informers."

I'd Rather Be Right

(Continued from Page 2)
It is the black man who suffers most when the white liberal forces
his child to travel to an inferior school (as in Mississippi) in the name
of intergration. It is the black man who suffers most when the white
liberal opens up the Universities in the name of open enrollment,
without first adequately preparing him to go to college. It is the
black man who suffers most when ew-Left militants take over a
school in the name of Black Libe1,ation.
The black man in today's society wishes only that which is his
constitutional right by birth. He wishes to get a decent education, a
responsible job, perhaps even his own business, and be respected by
others for what he is and not what his skin color is. It is only after
he removes the oppressive shackles of white libemlism, that he can
fully exclaim to the world:
"I'M BLACK, A ND I'M PROUD."

I can still rememeber, vaguely
that is, when there was the West
End Express, the Culver line, the
Brighton local, the Canarsie train,
etc. ·u is 1970 and many things
have changed inchrding the sub
way system. Today, the D train
which used to be the F train in
Brooklyn which was the CC train
in Manhattan but has been re
placed with the AA train, which
has also replaced the BB in Manhattan to only change into the B
train that" runs to Coney Island
but was an A in Manhattan which
us�d- to b� the T train which has
been ch'auged to the TT which is
a shuttl� that nms alongside the
RR which used to run on the GG
tracks bu"t was changed from the
EE which is now the AA but runs
where the QB used to run but the
QB runs where the Q used to be
which now runs as the D which is
now the F which runs alongside the
E which is now the HH which goes
with the A that runs with the B
that meets the 1 where it meets
the 2 and 3 and 7 and the 7 meets
the 5 and 6 and N which is some
times the QB which is now the QJ
connects with the new M which
connects with the LL which meets
the F which runs with the KK in
Manhattan which runs with the J
in Queens which is temporarily the
QR which is the same as the QB
which is a part time N train in
Manhattan but which all converge
at 42nd Street into one big mess.
Wait until the Second Avenue
subway comes into existence in the
21st century (that is if we are
lucky). Maybe then we can add the
0, -P, PP, U, PU V and the "VD".
But by the_ time this new subway is
constructed the subway "sa1·dines"
will finally know the intricate sub
way lines, It really is easy as
learning your A B C's.

,2 N·ew Pinter Plays
At Lincoln Center

The Repertory Theater of Lin
coln Center, under the direction of
Jules Irving, will present the
American premiere of two new
one-act plays by Harold Pinter,
"LandscaP,e" and "Silence," as the
third production of the current
season in The Forum. The Pinter
double-bill will open on April 2
in place of "Got 1st Tot!" "Killed
Along With James Bond in a Four
Car Collision on the Los, Angeles
Freeway'' by Leo Rutman which
has been indefinitely postponed
because of financial limitations.
Originally presented last sum
mer at the Aldwych Theater in
London, the Royal Shakespeare
Company's productions of "Land
scape'' and "Silence" were hailed
by the British critics as prose
poems of subtle and haunting
beauty_ Both plays deal with the
remembrance of reality, revealed
through a series of sensory
images.
Under the direction of Peter
Gill, The Repertory Theater com
pany of "Landscape" and "Silence "
will include Mildred
Natwick,
Ralph Bell, Robert Symonds,
James Patterson and Barbara Tar
buck
Tickets for the Pinter plays, as
well as the cunent Forum pro
duction of "The Disintegration of
Jarnes Cherry'' which will play
through February 21, are avail
able at the Box Office or by mail
(The Forum Box Office, 150 West
65th Street, New York, N. Y.
10023, telephone EN 2-7618) and
through the Lincoln Center box
offices at Bloomingdale's and
Abraham & Straus department
stores.

THE SPOILS

A coupla weeks ago you graduate students elected nine
of your coevals to sit on the Board of Governors of the Grad
uate Students Association. For those of you curios as to the
outcome, the nominees selected were: Janet Epstein, Val
Cavalier (me), Mike Delaney, Richard Feldman, Doug Forde,
Stephen Kurzer, Robert Hutchinson, Morris Setton, and Ste
phen Quinn. Walter Greenspan, Marvin Finkerstein, and
Lewis Bergman will be alternates under the provisions of
the GSA constitution.
As indicated in last week's message, the election was
uninspi1ing. The victors above are listed in order of most
votes · received. To indicate the paucity of interest, Janet
garnered only 58 votes.If you are curious as to complete re
sults, I can get them for you.
It's interesting to compare election expenditures against
turn-out. One hundred and one students balloted; one hun
dred and eighty dollars was spent. If you're really interested
in budget allocations, I can get that for you also.
It would certainly be appropo to mount the first page
of The Reporter with1 a broad head-line proclaiming the elec
tion results. I mean, unde.i; ordinary circumstances it would
be seemly. But conditions, such as they a.re, warrant no
more then mention in this lowly column. Actually, it would
be a trifle ludicrous to admit in many-piced print the details
of the incident.
But. But. But.
"Fear not," as the ferocious angel said to the cowering
humanoids, "we'll grease the machinery and see that it's
kept ship-shape." And on that theme of devotion to duty
the new members of the Board of Governors convened their
first conflab last· Friday. Agenda: to say "hi" to one another.
And to shout, demarche, weep, perform, cavil, and genera'Uy
ham-it-up. It can't be told, at this da.te, what actually
transmired. Reason? Deadline. The Reporter gets tucked
in on Friday evening and I had an 8:30 engagement at Phil
harmonic Hall. (Well, at least it sounds chic.)

BRIC-A-BRAC

No fooling, as card-carrying Baruch graduate students
you are entitled to use the gym and pool facilities.You didn't
know about that?_ Tsk, _tsk. Well, if you're intrjgued get
your smelly sneakers and jog down to the sixth floor.You'll
need to have a physical before you can do anything - we
don't want a lot of "carriers" fouling the place with un
named sicknesses. Anyway, there's this little ole lady doc
tor down there. She could have an age anywhere between
55 and 155. She's very non-garrulous, however, you get the
impression that thete must be enough juicy stories in that
countenance to equal the mysteries of the Talmud. Even if
you're not interested in athletics, make a visit to her office.
It's been about two weeks since I attended a meeting
conducted by Mr.Siever in the Brett Room on the 16th floor.
(Incidently, if anyone is thinking about reserving that cube
for conference, I've learned - the hard way - that it comes
under the "jurisdictiop" of the Accountancy Department.
And it' s dear, in terms.',of toil.) Anyhow, the meeting was
one of those "come·together" pleasantries; students, faculty,
and admin COM-MUN-NI-KATE-ING. The topic billing had
something to do with money a former student (very former)
wanted to contribute in orc;ler to make the name of Baruch
College a household word. Well Jan-sakes, lord only knows we
kneed our share of publicity - what with the basketball
team doing so poorly, and that dismal record the football
squad chalked up last, season. Sheee. So we huffed, and we
puffed and out came a heap of ideas for ways the money
could be employed. That was our raison d'etre, you see. I
suggested a full page ad in the Times, proclaiming "Baruch
Llves: Hire the Handicapped." But that was pooh-poohed as
far-fetched. There were other contributions from the likes
of the ubiquitous B1iloff (of the long wind) and Gutmann
the Fair. Others too. All good people, really. After we had
all posited our punditries it was learned that we were speak
ing of a mere $8,000. But, after a few gasps, the up-beat
was again taken. Yessir, our job was to kind-of advise this
benefactor, to kind-of make suggestions. And to have more
meetings. And there was an air of urgency about the dis
cussion. Etc.
Haven't heared about it since.

EXCELSIOR

Now this applies mostly to you full-time grads. Without
stooping to gushy fanfare, might I advise that if you that
financial aid can be had at this otherwise penurious institu
tion. Don't ask me to explain the paradox but it exists. Daddy
Woloshin, the Financial Aid officer, is the man to see. Has
a domain on the 4th floor of the 24th Street annex (the
RCA building). A money boost helps; I know, If you're in
terested give it a try. Don't discount your chances until
you've made the effort. You might l5e surprised.
(Continued on Page 7)
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People Like Beer Play Review
American Can Co.

pen Enrollment Policy

By G. l\lEI EL

If you want to spend a rollick
By ELAINE BRODY
ew York - More people are drinking more beer than ing, delightful evening at the the
I b elieve in the open admissions policy because it is an offer to
atre, th en go see "Plaza Suite"
e er before, and the number of adult beer drinkers in the
at the Plymouth Theatre, on W est those who might never have had the opportunity to go to college.
nited States is likely to increa e more than 20 per cent by 45th Street. I had the pl easure To the exte nt that this is a gift, in a sense, the ultimate success of
1980. These are two of the findings of a major beer market of seeing this pl ay l ast week. The th e program lies with the recipients. As it is stated in the old adage,
study just published by the beverage packaging group of play, starring Peggy Cass and "You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make him drink,'' the
Don Porter, is simply made up of same is true with the open enro l lment plan.
American Can Co.
To me, the question of open enrollment in our colleges is philo
thr ee, individually related one act
The 32-page study, "A History of Packaged Beer and
performances. Although I did not sophical. Can a so-called "displaced person," shunned and alienated
Its Market in the United States," traces the origin and nature have the pleasure to see Don Por in our society find a home in our pnisent school system? I don't
of alcoholic beverages, the development of one-way beer ter perform, I was found cap beli eve this is possible considering the natur e of college today. The
packaging, trends in brewing and retailing, the retail pricing tivated through his understudy fact remains that we, col lege students, are dealing with "intellectual
scholars" far removed from themselves in basic human feeling. "Don't
structure and other factors significant to the marketing of Larry Weber, who was superb.
The first act dealt with marital rock th e boat or make waves," they shout in their controll ed omni
beer in the United States.
rel ations, and their aff ects through potent way_ Yes, the open enrollment policy is a worthwhile cause, but
According to the study, the proportion of adult consumers
a middle aged couple. A wife joins look at th e "sane society" this program is up against. The lip service
of beer, since the end of prohibition, increased 37 per cent her husband on a business trip, and pollyanna r egarding this policy is heard from both sides of the
in the 1935-39 period to 47 per cent in the 1940-49 period, with an acciclential stay at the fense, as well as both sides of the mouth.
A premise upon which education is based is that one evolves into
to 48 per cent in the 1950-59 period and to 50 per cent in the Plaz.a, wh ere they once �J?ent their
wedding clay, many y ears ago_ The a person who is a creative, responsible member of society. Does a
1960-67 period.
husband was mor e concerned about college education have this effect upon an individual? Here too, I
In addition, annual adult per capita consumption of beer
his work than his wife. Also to believe , college fails. Let us say, for example, you have graduated
increased from 251 drinks in 1957 to 278 in 1967.
complicate matters, his secretary from co l lege. Now, you are stuck with the realization that the only
"The number of beer drinkers should 'increase from 65 mil came along to help in the work. passport co l lege gives you is that it enables you to gain employment
in numerous fields that otherwise wou l d have bee n closed to you. Is
lion in 1968 to about 80 million adults in 1980," the report But as the scene develops, a suspi
that what life is all about?
cious wife tries to seek out a vil
indicates.
Col l ege does not allow the fr eedom of creativity, but rather has
lain - namely the secretary.
The study also notes that the trend to greater in-home
stilted th e human organism into a rigid, non-thinking, babbling idiot,
Tummel fo llows, and interesting who now has new words to spout.Most of the college curriculum ts
beer consumption is continuing. It says that "as a result of re.suits await your viewing.
far from the real world and becomes a matter of ingesting and re
the legalization of food and liquor stores as take-out packaged
The second act reunites two old gurgitating inelevant facts and information. Our affluent society has
beer outlets, the proportion of total beer consumed in homes friends, one a famous producer and hvisted man's mind into believing that a college education, which leads
has increased from 25 per cent in 1934 to 67 1 per cent in the other, a common hous ewife to to a better job, is the end-all to the woes of man. Is the person work
ing to make the almighty buck (other than for the purpose of earning
1967 ... It is expec_ te!l that 70 per cent of all beer will be a businessman. When. the producer a living to survive) synonimous with a responsible member of society?
'off-premise' consumed by 1980."
invites his ex-girlfriend to the The answer is op en ended, but thought should be given to this question.
------1 hotel for som e old time memories,
------- ---------- -Open enrol l ment, with its significant open door policy, now creates
with a f ew drinks included, h e has a freedom of choice for th e underprivileged. It is my belief that all
Bowker
Featur,eWriting,ProofRead one intent of purpose. During men are created equal and ·are endowt>d with life, liberty and the
(Continued from Page 4)
their conversation, he tells her pursuit of happiness. My statement might sound trite and like a cliche
.
likely place to b egin than on col ing,HeadlineWriting,Edito
that he missed her a ll the years we've heard too much, btit in the· essence of these words lie the truths
lege campuses, especially the col rialMeetings,VoiceoftheSt
that had past, and she believes by which men live. A college education is one.road by which man may
lege campus eager to adapt to the udentBody, "ForgingTheRe
the same. Eventually, after sev find himself and fulfill his des.tiny. The open enrollment policy is the
differences among students, the
eral drinks, the old girlf1fond be hope for assuring greater liberty in this �ndeavor.
porterintoa1
M
atureCompre
college with the will to be part
comes drunk, and gaiety takes
of rather than afoof from the city. hensiveandResponsive New
m
e
w
W e still have de facto segregation sp·a per,RepresentingtheSt
��!:nt!;: o� ��= ��rri:� wo���: As ,Seen from Here
in much of our housing in this
and they go to his bedroom for
(Continued from Page 4)
ud'
e
ntBody.
town, in our primary and high
som e personal entertainment, as
schools, on many of the jobs per
the audience finds in the pleasure our new candidate for the Supreme Court.Mr. Nixon must've taken
Are
yo
u
the barrel itself this time after scraping it last time for Judge
formed. Beginning next fall we
of his company,
/a'cking anything?
will not have it on our public col
The third act, and most amus- Haynsworth.
' ;
lege campuses.
ing that I had enjoy ed, deals with
Any examination of Judge CarsWell's record would be sufficient
Join-. f:he
This is not to mark the City
a bride to be, wh? doesn't really to convince the most skeptical of us ._of ):!is unsuitability for the post
University as particularly noble in rr, ··Student Movement!
want to get marri ed: She locks of Supreme Court justice, y et it wasn't for the Senate J.udiciary Com
its motivati9n. We simply had no
herself in the bathroo m , and will -mitte e, heade(i by Sen. James Eastland of Mi_s�issippi; it voted ·on
I ,,
alternative, and if we had the vi
not listen ,t_o her parents' cal l to Feb. 16, by a· 13-4 vote, its approval of his nomi:Hation for the highest
sion that some ascrib e to us for
act in a mature m'anner, and to court in the land. Apparently in the area of ab_ility and talent, contrary
what w e are now doing, we should
realize the happiness of the day. to the law of magnets, like t ends to like. Yeah, what is it they say
have done it long ago.
The father can only think of the about birds of a feather?
.,
In this city a public university
mon ey it's costing him for prep- -
The committee's approval of Mr. Carsw ell can serve only one
does not have the option of re schol arship ai!.d rationality could arations, and the gathering of
purpose
to
undermin
e
the
resp
e
ctability
,and
integrity
:of
the com
tiring from the battle. A;, the so quickly come under violent relatives on all sides of th e fam
ciisis of the city comes' 'to• 'lie per siege. 'I'he new generation of col ily to come and attend this sacred mittee and probably of the entire Senate, not to mention th e Supreme
Court.
Aspiring
politicians
will
no
longer
look
upon
th
e S enate with
ceived as a prime component of lege ·students found us vulnerable day, to join two couples to'g ether.
problems facing the state and na in their-f1rqstrs1,tion and their wis With al l attempts used in vain to awe and 'reverence; young lawyers will no longer 100,k up to the Su
tion, the same response can be dom. Stymied by an economy and entice the marriage to 'go on, fa prem e 'Cou1't with that lofty expr ession -and upon the position of
anticipated from other public in polAi'c�l structure apparently in ther' 'fina l ly calls upon tne groom justice on it as 1the 'u1tim-ate accomplishment. Rather they will each
stitutions of higher education. And different to outrageous social in to come 'up to the hotel suite, and tend to think of these noble institutions in ,derisive, ,and demeaning
as our private universities and justice, they chose ·the university c l aim his bride ·1:0 be. Girigerly, he '.erms and that, ·to say th e last, betokens no good for our country.
colleges come to rely mor.e heavily as their targ et -. perhaps "lever" plods through the room to th e
upon public tax sources for finan would be a better word. By mov do�r of the �athroom, tells his Letters to, the Editor
cial aid, they too will fin? their ing. tne· university, the generat bride to "cool it,'' marches out,
(Continued from Page 2)
ed legal and political challenges.
new constitu ency moving ·€hem to ing 'for\:e in the "knowledge so and leaves th e audience in hys
engaged ·, 'in actual constitu- In addition, Rutgers has a large
ward closer involvement in social ciety," they hope to move society terics. The results are very cap
itself. The direction of that move tivating. Three naturalities of lire,
titirta!' litig�tion, supervised by percentage of black law students,
probl em-solving effort.
Arthur Kinoy, a noted consti- one of the lowest student/faculty
The campus in the 1960's become ment in the decade 1· ahead will bring happiness and truth to'" the
tutiona l lawyer.
ratios am ong law schools, a distin
a locus of conflict and many of largely be determined. by our re- audience, of every clay life; as you
us were puzzl ed that citade ls of sponse.
wil l find, as soon as you can see 2) An ad minist,rative process proj- guished faculty, and a low tuition
- $500 a year. There is no tuition
"Plaza Suite" at your earl iest opect financed by H.U.D.
·'
ential for out-of-state stuportunity.
3) Other clinic.al programs on ur- 1��:::
0 1
vel
g,
P;:::��/ \ !� � �;�
We invite you to join us next
1
,i
for more information write
schools.

) Join· Reporter
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.r YOUNG AM��ICANS :FOR FREEDOM
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU
TO A FORUM DISCUSSION ON

MARIJUANA - Should It Be Legal.?
Friday, March 13, ')970
Oak Lounge - 8:00 P.M.
Cosponsored by DEPT. OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES

���

soccer Players Nee,ded

Are you interested in playing
soccer at Baruch? If so _- �·.
We are planning the formation of ·-a soccer team at
Baruch College. At the present time we need at least 13
soccer players, or students
interested in playing it, in
order to form the team and
practice during the semester.
If you are one of those
anxious to kick the ball, con
tact Alex Taboada at 3611568 and/ or leave name and
phone number where to be
reached.

1

r:?:

4) A third yE>ar program permit' Rutgers · Student Chapter,
ting actual courtr.oom practice.
-,.The National Lawyers GuHd
The law school, moreover, is loRutgers Law School
cated in N ewark, a national model ,,
180 University Avenue
of urban decay, presenting unlimit"�ewark, N.J. 07102
- -------------��-------=�
- , ,

The Grqdut� Temper
JJ

(Continued from Page 6)

AND ...

The ineffable Committee on Graduate Studies will con
vene its first meeting of the year W ednesqay at 2 :30 in the
cozy Brett Room. What with the humble -dimensions of the
Brett, it could wax into a gamy sojourn. Consideration will
be givert to establishment of a department of hostipal ad
ministration.
Stay tuned.
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Internolionl Film Festival
Al N. Y. Cullurol Center

New York, N. Y. - The Kinetic Art, Series I, a festival
of international prizewinning films from nine countries,
will open at the New York Cultural Center, Columbus Cir
cle, on Wednesday, February 18. The series will consist of
three two-hour programs, each repeated daily for five days
at 4 and 6 p.m. through March 8. Admission will be $2;
$1.50 for students with identifica- •
tion.
cisco), a universe of eye-shatter
Chosen from a thousand new ing color, will be shown from
short films by the world's leading March 4 through March 8 ,vith
filmmakers, the 26 compositions, eight films from Paris to Tokyo.
from 55 seconds to 55 minutes in "Versailles," the first short film
length, involve dramatic contrasts by famed French director Albert
of style, form, and content. Pro Lamorisse since the classic "Red
gram I, February 18 through Feb Balloon,'' was shot from a heli
ruary 22, 1,anges from the care copter and has been described as
free animation of Kuri's "Two a "fantastic aerial discovery of
Grilled Fish" (Tokyo) to the black royal splendors from another day."
comedy of Svankmajer's carnival It was awarded Grand Prize for
puppets, "Rakvickarna" (Prague); the Sho1t Film at the Cannes Film
from the realism of Fil:ipovic's Festival
"Cruel Diagonals'' (Sarajevo), a
The Kinetic Art, Series II, will
small boy's encounter with ten-or be shown at the New York Culin a bleak Balkan village, to "Why tural Center in May and June.
Did You Kiss Me Awake?" a
According to impresario Brant
dadaist film joke by Hellmuth Sloan, "Kinetic Art is a roundup
Costard, the enfant terrible of the of what is happening in the world
New German Cinema.
of cinema. Kinetic as a concept is
The Bela Balasz Studio in Buda very 'now.' We have kinetic
pest, one of the most productive painters, kinetic sculptors, cer
creative film centers during the tainly a lot of kinetically oriented
sixties, is represented in the sec composers. Film more than any
ond program, February 25 through other media knows about move
March 1, by Istvan Ventilla's ment - shuns static - thrives
"Miracle." From the Film Coopera upon that moment to moment
tive of Paris will be "Paris, Mai change. There are plenty of such
1968," the first film produced moments in our Kinetic Art con
from the many hours of footage cert series and we promise not
shot by French directors during one of them will be dull.''
the student revolution. The pro
The programs were produced by
gram of six films concludes with the Kinetic Art Division of Uni
Peter Whitehead's "Tonight Let's versal City Studios, Inc./MCA's
All Make Love in London," a Universal Education and Visual
panorama of pop.
Arts, which was recently appoint
Jordan Belson's chromatic ab ed film programming consultant to
stract film "Samadhi" (San Fran- the Center.

Open Enrollment
Policy Soon
The report on open enrollment,
developed by Dean Angelo Dis
penziri, has been completed, and
is being distributed to the Faculty.
The product of six months' re
search and analysis, Plans and
Procedures for Dealing With Open
Enrollment, sets forth projections
of the facilities, people, and pro
cedures that will be needed next
September, when the largest num
ber of enrolling Freshmen ever to
enter Baruch is expected. The re
port is due for review with mem
bers of the City University Task
Force on Open Admissions later
this month, and will be on the
agenda of a meeting of the Gen
eral Faculty early in March. Be
cause it deserves a full reading by
every member of the Faculty, no
precis is offered here.

E. S. Ho:0 pste,rs
Vi,cto,ri,o u-s
1

The Evening Division edged out
the New York Institute of Tech
nology, 91 to 89, and John J_ay
College of Criminal Justice was
left behind by Baruch Day, 62 to
47, both on February 6. High
scorer for the evening team was
John Sopack with 31, including an
impressive 21 in the first half.
Mark Stein hopped 21 for Baruch
Day. Day now has ten ,vins, two
losses; Evening two wins, four
losses. Day's Feb. 12 game was
called off by the opposing team,
New York City Community Col
lege. See The Week's Calendar
for next scheduled games.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1. Twine
5. Kennedy
and others
9.Sandarac
tree
10.Milky
stone
11.Three pips
12.Gave
careful
attention
to.
14. Gardner
15.Look over
the joint
16. Suffice
17.Croix de
guerre and
others
l9."Men
Working,"
for one
21. Boot
legger·s
patrons
23. "Light
horse
Harry"
24. Sorrow
27.Aplomb
29.Baseball
score
30.Vacation
project
32. Inquires
34. Makes
suitable
38. Exists
39. Dick
Deadeye
and othe·rs
41. Mining
sample
42.Slanders
44. Eat

· 48. Sugar
loving
insects
DOWN
1. Cut the
roast
2.Mountain
nymph
3.Bolger
4.AMA
member
:;. Ballerina
supports
6.Duelling
weapons
7.Famous
bill-payer
8.Heavy
hammers
11. Sandy's
headgear
12. Biblical
verb
13. Bene
,ficiary

�td of Today's Answer

15.

I s .J. N\fl S 3 A NI
or
3NO 71 V � n ••
palate
.J. 3 I a•s 1 3 8 I 7
18.Feeling 3 "0 •s " .. .J•SI
.
· at the
s .J. d v a"•s "s ..
no .J..N ni,
Grand
5 I 0 d. J 3 I ll9
Cs . n 3
3 3 711 s .l 3M
20.Aoi".. l
N91 SIi S "" a 3"'
rher
o o• 3 sl�
27.. cl:obo's a 033 H• A 3ll.J.
I 7,. dO � 'O' ts 'O'
vege
I s a 3 .!. I 0 � 0 :>
tables
24. Knights·
35.-of
quest
honor
36. Kilmer
25. Kind of
dressing
poem
26. Printing
37.Harden
requisite
into shape
28.Danish
40.Word
money
of woe
31. Sculling
43.Word to
equip
a broker
ment
44.Oxford
33.Cubic
instructor
meter
46. Music note

---" --... ""
'.)

sparingly

45.Atmo
sphere
46.Solitary
47. American
humorist
and family

NEED TUTORIAL HELP??
We have tutors available for the following courses

Accounting 101
Accounting 102
15
Statistics

Math 65
Math 67
Math 152

Your cost? Only $12 per live session, 8 hour program
APPLICATION BLANKS AVAILABLE AT THE INFORMATION DESK
LOBBY - STUDENT CENTER FROM MARCH 2-13
Please return completed application to

MR. RON BRUSE
( Dept. of Student Personal Services)
in room 412 - Student Center

Tutorial Program sponsored by:
DEPARTMENT OF STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
SIGMA ALPHA
Evening Session Student Council

